Mission and Vision
Remember Grace's Mission?

● Encounter
 the presence of Jesus through worship, prayer, and the Word.
● Empower
 God’s people through discipleship, teaching, preaching, deliverance,
& inner healing.
● Extend
 God’s grace to the broken, confused, and hurting . . . through
evangelism, outreach, and the love of Jesus throughout the Treasure Valley and
around the World!!
See Example:
docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aHReaNDTaB4wnfH7o7UUGJv7_lADBePkx3TQVRHluVE
1. Which of these is your ministry a part of? Select several if you serve parts of all.
Encounter  Empower  Extend
2. If you selected multiple, which is most important for you?
Encounter  Empower  Extend
3. If you skipped one, is there any situation (ie. working with another ministry or church)
where you might be a part of that? Or could you imagine how your ministry might be
more involved in that?
Encounter

Empower

Extend

4. What are 5 things your ministry must accomplish to help Grace (Encounter,
Empower, Extend)

5. What are some practical examples of things you do, or can start to do, for each of
those?

Team
1 Corinthians 12: 
4 There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them....
7 Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common good. 8 To one there
is given through the Spirit a message of wisdom, to another a message of knowledge by means
of the same Spirit...11 All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he distributes them
to each one, just as he determines. 12 Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its
many parts form one body, so it is with Christ....
17 If the whole body were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were
an ear, where would the sense of smell be? 18 But in fact God has placed the parts in the body,
every one of them, just as he wanted them to be...there are many parts, but one body.
21 The eye cannot say to the hand, “I don’t need you!” And the head cannot say to the feet, “I
don’t need you!” 22 On the contrary, those parts of the body that seem to be weaker are
indispensable…
25 so that there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern
for each other. 26 If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part
rejoices with it.
6. What “positions”, roles, responsibilities can you assign? Based on your 5 goals, what
needs done with your team/new recruiting? What spiritual gifts and personalities do
you need?

Teamwork
● Trust
 time to talk, relationships, open
up, fellowship
● Conflict
 time to discuss, freedom to
disagree, come to decisions together
● Commitment
 opportunity to
understand contribute to, and buy in to
team’s five goals
● Accountability
 with commitment, we
can now assign duties, expect results,
and discuss fails
7. Do you need team and trustbuilding activities? What can you do?

8. How can you bring your team into decisionmaking? Can they have a say?

9. Are any changes, encouragement, or challenges needed? Training needed?

Schedules and Calendars
10. Based on your goals and team needs, what needs to be done weekly, monthly,
quarterly, onetime etc? Also consider any upcoming events.
weekly

monthly

quarterly

onetime

upcomin
g events

Resources
11. Based on those, what resource or financial needs might you have?

Plan Any Specific Events 
mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/14a401afe1d52618?projector=1

